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The Disclaimer

CAUTION REGARDING FORWARD-LOOKING INFORMATION
• Certain statements in this presentation may contain forward-looking statements. These forward-looking 

statements are identified by the use of terms and phrases such as “anticipate”, “believe”, “could”, 
“estimate”, “expect”, “intend”, “may”, “plan”, “predict”, “project”, “will”, “would”, and similar terms and 
phrases, including references to assumptions.  Such statements may involve but are not limited to 
comments with respect to strategies, expectations, planned operations or future actions. Forward-looking 
statements, by their nature, are based on assumptions and are subject to important risks and uncertainties.  
Any forecasts or forward-looking predictions or statements cannot be relied upon due to, amongst other 
things, changing external events and general uncertainties of the business. Such statements involve known 
and unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors that may cause the actual results, performance or 
achievements to differ materially from those expressed in the forward-looking statements. Results indicated 
in forward-looking statements may differ materially from actual results for a number of reasons, including 
without limitation, energy prices, general industry, market and economic conditions, war, terrorist attacks, 
changes in demand due to the seasonal nature of the business, the ability to reduce operating costs and 
employee counts, employee relations, labour negotiations or disputes, restructuring, pension issues, 
currency exchange and interest rates, changes in laws, adverse regulatory developments or proceedings, 
pending and future litigation and actions by third parties, as well as the factors identified throughout Air 
Canada Jazz’s filings with securities regulators in Canada and in particular those identified in the Risk 
Factors section of Jazz Air Income Fund and Jazz Air LP 2006 MD&A dated February 7, 2007. The 
forward-looking statements contained herein represent Air Canada Jazz’s expectations as of the date they 
are made and are subject to change after such date.  However, Air Canada Jazz disclaims any intention or 
obligation to update or revise any forward-looking statements whether as a result of new information, future 
events or otherwise expect as required under applicable laws.

Good Morning.
You will note on the opening slide the usual disclaimers apply in respect to forward looking 
statements.
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Our Network

Five years ago Jazz was formed as the result of the merger of the four largest regional carriers operating in 
Canada. In fact, yesterday, we celebrated our fifth anniversary as Jazz, and also had our first annual general 
meeting in Montreal.

Today, Jazz is Canada’s largest regional carrier and one of the largest in the world. With our headquarters in 
Halifax, Nova Scotia, we employ over 4500 people and fly to 86 destinations in North America.  Specifically, 
we fly to 57 and 29 destinations in Canada and the United States respectively with a fleet of Bombardier 
regional jets and Dash 8 turboprops. 

We serve more domestic destinations and have more flights than any other carrier in Canada, providing 
approximately 819 daily departures.  

We are the only air carrier serving all of the top 30 airports in Canada. We fly to all ten provinces and two 
territories.

We are also the only scheduled service provider on many routes and the sole operator of aircraft of 37 seats or 
greater at 18 Canadian airports. 

The scope of our network allows us to shift capacity across regions as demand dictates. We cover North 
America from St. John’s to San Diego and from Whitehorse to Houston.
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Our Fleet

With 135 aircraft, we have the second largest fleet in Canada.  We are the only 
regional carrier in Canada operating regional jets and we’ve dedicated 2 turboprops 
to our charter business.

Our simple fleet of regional jets and Dash 8s is well-suited to serve Jazz’s extensive 
North American route network and allows for lower trip costs and better matching 
of capacity with demand.  It is also noteworthy that with only two cockpit standards, 
we achieve significant efficiencies through lower pilot training costs and better crew 
deployment as well as lower maintenance and inventory costs.

The Dash 8 turboprops remain an important part of our fleet, and its economics are 
hard to beat on routes of 300 miles or less, whereas regional jets give us the ability 
to serve longer routes more efficiently. 
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The CRJ 705

Jazz is the first carrier to operate the state-of-the-art Bombardier CRJ705 regional 
jet aircraft.  

It offers superior comfort including executive class, greater legroom and carry-on 
space, and in-seat personal entertainment system.

This aircraft carries 75 passengers, and is configured with 10 executive class seats.  

The long range capability and size of the CRJ705 gives Jazz the versatility to 
efficiently and economically fly longer routes in addition to high frequency routes.
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The CPA

• Jazz is not a typical airline

• 99% of revenues are derived from CPA with 
Air Canada

• Jazz operates flights on behalf of Air Canada

• Air Canada determines commercial aspects of 
our business

One of our greatest advantages is  - Jazz is not a typical airline.  We operate under a 
commercial agreement with Air Canada called a Capacity Purchase Agreement  - or CPA.  

Air Canada purchases substantially all of our aircraft capacity at predetermined unit rates 
which are based on various activity levels.  In fact, we derive 99 percent of our revenues 
from our CPA with Air Canada.  In simple terms this means that Jazz is a contract carrier 
for Air Canada.

Under the CPA, we operate our flights on behalf of Air Canada, and provide all crews, 
airframe maintenance and, in some cases, airport operations.  In turn, Air Canada 
determines routes and controls scheduling, ticket prices, product distribution, seat 
inventories, marketing and advertising.
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The CPA

• Highly volatile costs are treated as pass through under 
the CPA and are fully recovered from Air Canada

• Cash flows are protected from traditional airline 
business risks therefore providing stability

• 10-year term: extendable for two five-year periods 
subject to terms to be negotiated

• Rates have been established for three years to 2008

The CPA provides that traditionally highly volatile costs such as fuel and airport 
fees, are passed through to Air Canada and are fully recovered by Jazz.  

This Agreement protects our cash flows from many of the industry’s day-to-day 
business risks such as ticket prices, passenger load factors, fuel cost increases and 
flight cancellations due to weather.  

In short, the CPA significantly reduces our financial and operating risks and 
provides us with a stable foundation going forward.  

The CPA has a ten-year term and is extendable for two-five year periods subject to 
terms to be negotiated, and the rates have been established for three years.
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The CPA

• The CPA has daily minimum flying hour 
commitments by aircraft type

• Coverage of a minimum of 133 aircraft

• Daily minimum levels of operating capacity are in 
place for the term of the CPA = approximately 82% 
of 2007 estimated block hours

• 95% of the hours in seasonal schedule are guaranteed

The CPA provides still more protection.  Air Canada has committed to maintain 
Jazz’s fleet at a 133 aircraft minimum.  

Air Canada has agreed to pay Jazz for daily minimum levels of utilization of this 
fleet for the term of the contract.  This utilization guarantee equates to 
approximately 82 percent of our 2007 planned block hours.

There is a further flying commitment provided on the receipt of each six month 
seasonal schedule whereby 95 percent of the hours are guaranteed – and Jazz has 
visibility on this five months in advance. 
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The CPA

Total Revenue Operating Income

Ancillary $7.0M

CPA $1,374.2M

$1,381.2M

$143.8M

Year end 2006

/ To explain and illustrate how we generate revenue, I’ll use our numbers from 
fiscal 2006. 

//Our total revenue was $1.38 billion.  / This is comprised of $7.0 million of 

ancillary business revenue and / $1.37 billion generated from our CPA.  

/ We generated total operating income of $143.8 million in the year.

So let’s break this down further just focusing on the CPA business activity.
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CPA Revenue

Incentives 
$13.5M

Scheduled 
Flights
Revenue 
$862.6M

Pass-thru 
$498.1M

REVENUE
$1,374.2M

The CPA
Year end 2006

///  As mentioned, we had $1.37 billion in revenue generated under the CPA. Our 

revenue generated under the CPA has three elements: / incentive payments of $13.5 

million for Jazz’s attainment of certain operational performance thresholds, / 
Scheduled Flight Revenue of $862.6 million generated by applying the CPA rates to 

our flying activity for Air Canada, and / finally the recovery of pass-through costs, 
which amounted to $498.1 million in the year. 

Pass through costs are costs such as fuel, navigation, airport and terminal fees.  I’ll 
explain the term Scheduled Flight Revenue in a moment.
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CPA Revenue CPA Operating
Expenses

Incentives 
$13.5M

Scheduled 
Flights
Revenue 
$862.6M

Pass-thru   
$498.1M

REVENUE
$1,374.2M OPERATING 

EXPENSES
$1,233.3M

Controllable
Costs 
$735.2M

The CPA
Year end 2006

/// Now as we look at operating expense associated with these CPA revenue 
categories, you will see that the pass through revenue simply represents the dollar-
for-dollar recovery of these costs. There is no expense directly associated with our 

attainment of incentives under the CPA. / Controllable costs of $735.2 million were 
incurred in the year.
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CPA Revenue CPA Operating
Expenses

CPA Operating
Income

Incentives 
$13.5M

Scheduled 
Flights
Revenue 
$862.6M

Pass-thru   
$498.1M

$13.5M

$127.4M

$0 

REVENUE
$1,374.2M OPERATING 

EXPENSES
$1,233.3M

Controllable
Costs 
$735.2M

The CPA
Year end 2006

CONTRIBUTION TO 
OPERATING INCOME

// So, in terms of contribution to our operating income, the incentives provided / 
the full $13.5 million, scheduled flight revenue less controllable costs provided 
$127.4 million and we simply recover the original costs of pass-throughs.
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Scheduled
Flights Revenue

Controllable
Cost

CPA Controllable
Operating

Income

CPA Controllable
Margin

$862.6M

$735.2M

The CPA
Year end 2006

$127.4M
Target 14.09% Margin

To really understand our business model with the CPA, you need to understand the way we develop 
our scheduled flights revenue.
The process starts with Air Canada providing a demand forecast for flights to be flown by Jazz. 
Then, we work up and negotiate with Air Canada the costs to be incurred at Jazz to fly those 
missions. The pass-through costs are set aside as we simply recover these.
Our CPA contract provides a fixed mark-up of 16.4% on the negotiated level of controllable costs. 
The marked up controllable costs are defined as scheduled flights revenue and charges are applied 
for specific activities such as the number of hours flown, the number of flight departures, the number 
of customers as well as fixed costs.
In theory, if we managed our controllable costs exactly at the negotiated level and operated the 
flights exactly to the planned schedule, the mark-up of 16.4% on controllable costs would result in a 

controllable margin / of 14.09%. In actual practice, while the CPA revenue rates are fixed for our 
flying activity, the activity levels will vary from plan and our controllable costs will not be exactly at 
the negotiated level for each period. 
So, looking at year end 2006 with scheduled flights revenue of $862.6 million and controllables of 
$735.2 million, we generated $127.4 million of CPA controllable operating income or an actual 
margin of 14.8 percent.
We out-performed the theoretical 14.09% margin by 68 basis points after a margin adjustment of  
$5.1 million. In other words, we achieved a total of $10.2 million better than the planned controllable 
cost performance, and shared this with Air Canada 50/50 as a margin adjustment.
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Air Canada/Jazz
Relationship

• Jazz has 3 important roles in Air Canada’s 
commercial strategy:

1. Smaller aircraft serve markets that cannot support Air 
Canada’s largest aircraft

2. Efficient fleet serves high-frequency routes in high-
density mass transit markets

3. Serve long-haul routes and offer hub by-pass service

Jazz is core to Air Canada’s commercial strategy. We fulfill three important roles:

First, we enable Air Canada to profitably serve markets that do not have enough passenger 
traffic to support Air Canada’s larger aircraft. Such markets have been the traditional rural 
destinations of our regional airline serving areas like  Sept-Iles in Quebec, Fort St. John in 
BC or Thunder Bay in Ontario.

Second, our efficient fleet of aircraft enables Air Canada to offer greater flight frequency in 
high-density mass transit markets through our smaller size aircraft and lower costs.  For 
example, off-peak or midday flights in the high volume Toronto – Montreal – Ottawa 
triangle.

And finally, Jazz provides Air Canada with the option to offer point-to-point service on 
lower density routes, allowing customers to bypass hubs.  Examples of this are our 
Vancouver – San Diego or Calgary – Houston routes.
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Network Optimization

• Jazz represents a lower cost deployment option on 
routes best served by its fleet of aircraft

• Jazz provides to Air Canada:
– approximately 93.9% of its regional capacity
– 36.8% of its overall domestic capacity
– 28.2% of its overall transborder capacity

In short, Jazz helps Air Canada optimize its network by providing Air Canada with the 
ability to effectively match capacity with demand.  

We represent a lower cost deployment option on routes best served by our fleet of aircraft.

In fact, we provide almost 94 percent of Air Canada’s regional capacity.  We represent just 
under 40 percent of Air Canada’s overall domestic capacity and about 28 percent of its 
overall transborder capacity.
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Our People

Jazz is competitive from a labour cost point of view.  

We have a status pay system with our pilots whereby we have one scale for all 
aircraft.  This eliminates the need for pilots to jump to larger aircraft or change 
bases to obtain pay increases, thus reducing training and relocation costs.  This 
arrangement is unique in the industry.

All collective agreements are in place until 2009, and during this period there is no 
possibility of a lockout or strike. 
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Taking Ownership Together

• Aligning the interests of Jazz employees with 
unitholders:
– Profit Sharing Program 
– Jazz Ensemble
– Employee Unit Purchase Program

• Bringing value to Jazz Air Income Fund 
unitholders

Our employees understand that our performance under the CPA with Air Canada is critical 
to our future success, and they understand their role and how we must bring value to Jazz 
Air Income Fund unitholders.  

We’ve established three incentive programs that recognize the contributions of our 
employees and provide opportunities to share in our success.  These programs help to 
ensure the interests of our people are aligned with the best interests of Jazz and unitholders.  

We have a standard Employee Profit Sharing Program, and within this Program is a second 
component called Jazz Ensemble.  Jazz Ensemble is designed to reward employees for the 
achievement of those same operational and customer service goals that provide revenue 
incentive payments under the CPA.  Monthly targets are set for our four key performance 
indicators:  on-time performance, flight completion, baggage handling and customer 
satisfaction.  Incentive payments are made quarterly to employees if targets are met.

In 2006, we paid out a total of $10.1 million to employees: $4.5 million in Jazz Ensemble 
and $5.6 million in profit sharing.  Eligible employees received $1200 each in Jazz 
Ensemble payments and approximately 4.44% of their base salaries in profit sharing.

We also have an Employee Unit Purchase Program that assists our people to become 
unitholders.
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Financials

Jazz Year End 2006 Financial Results
(amounts in millions)

2006 2005

Revenue $1,381.2 $1,023.2
Operating expenses 1,237.4 893.8
Operating income 143.8 129.4
Net income 140.0 117.9
Estimated Distributable cash   122.9 N/A

New CPA with Air Canada effective January 1, 2006

I’d now like to touch on our financial results for the year ended December 31, 2006, and would like 
to mention that we are operating under a new CPA with Air Canada that became effective on January 
1, 2006.

This was a very positive year as we reported operating revenue of $1.3 billion versus $1 billion in 
2005, representing an increase of 35%.  

The increase in revenues is attributable to a net increase of 14 aircraft  operated by Jazz, a 27% 
increase in the Block Hours flown and a $177.5 million increase in pass-through costs, including fuel 
costs which are reimbursed by Air Canada on an at cost basis.  

Operating expenses increased by 38.4%.

We also reported an operating income of $143.8 million, an improvement of 11.1% over 2005. 

Net income for 2006 was $140 million compared to $117.9 million, an improvement of 18.8%.

It is important to note that Jazz Air LP, in our first year as a public entity, by recording annual 
distributable cash of $122.9 million has exceeded the target level of planned annual distributions of 
$107.5 million.
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The Plan

• 2007 objectives:
– earn 14.09% margin on controllable costs
– maximize incentive payments through strong 

operational performance and solid customer 
service

– deliver new cash distribution commitment of 
$1.006 per unit and create value for unitholders

– identify and pursue other opportunities to diversify 
and grow

Looking ahead to the year 2007, our new CPA rates set as of January 1st, are more 
reflective of our latest cost structure and are designed to earn a targeted 14.09 percent 
margin on controllable costs. In 2006, Jazz exceeded this benchmark with a 14.8% CPA 
controllable margin after having accounted for $5.1 million of margin adjustment in favor 
of Air Canada.

Billable block hours for this year are estimated to be approximately 400,000. As mentioned 
earlier, we earned $13.5 million or 66% of available incentives in 2006 and will look to 
improve that number by strengthening our operational performance and by providing a high 
level of customer service. 

Effective January first of this year we increased our cash distributions to just over one dollar 
per unit and we are confident that we’ll deliver this commitment.

We’ll also continue to explore opportunities to diversify and grow our business.  We may 
look to expand our charter and third party maintenance work, as well as find innovative 
opportunities to generate additional revenue.

With continued cost management and investment in our operating foundation and our 
employees, we expect to build upon the strong results of our first year as a public entity. 
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Thank you.

I’m pleased to respond to your questions.


